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Transformer

Transformer

Professional technology mak es the cable fault location much easier
Cable fault location process is generally d iv id ed into fiv e steps:
check the type of the fault, fault pre-location (also called rough test), cable path location, fault pinpoint
and cable identification.

G IS Switch

Cable Fault Test Flowchart
Cable fault or j oint test

Step 1: Check the fault type

1. Check the type of fault: before locating the fault, the type of fault should be checked with a mega meter
and a multimeter. Measure respectively the insulation resistance of each cable phase core to the earth
and phase-to-phase, and do the conductor connectivity test.

Step 2: Fault pre-location

low resistance
fault (R< 200Ω)
LV pulse method

2. Fault pre-location (also called rough test): because no matter what method used, the measured value
represents only the cable (fault) length under the earth. Due to the reserved length under the earth
cannot be accurately estimated, this length cannot represent the distance on the ground. Therefore,
cable fault test cannot complete in one step, only to test out the approximate range of the fault point.

H igh resistance
fault (R< 200Ω)
Pulse current
method
HV bridge method
Arc reflection
method

3. Cable path location (if need ): for old cables for many years or cables with incomplete information of
cable path, T2000 intelligent cable locator is applied to trace the path of related cable, which is helpful to
pin-point the cable fault.

Step 3: Cable path location

4 . Pinpoint: it is a critical step for cable locating, which helps to reduce excavation range and labor intensity
and get precious time for repair. Locate the cable fault on the basis of complete certainty of cable path
(direction). By applying shock high voltage to cable (or HV impulse), discharging acoustic wave from
fault point, magnetic and acoustic synchronization method or step voltage method is applied to
accurately locate the fault within the range of fault distance in the rough test.

Step 4 : Pin-point the cable fault

5. Cable id entification (if need ): if the cable fault is found, but it cannot identify which one is the fault one
from the surface after digging out, don’ t cut the cable hastily. Only cut after identifying the fault cable
with cable identifier.
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Cable id entifier
Find the target cable from many

Cut d own the after ensuring safty

1. Cable Fault Location
Power Cable M ain Insulation Fault Location
T32+ Intelligent Cable Fault Location System
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T20 Cable Fault Location System

03

T8 Low Voltage Cable Fault Location System
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LB4/60A Intelligent Digital Cable Fault Location Bridge
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SPC-20 Multi-pulse Arc Stabilization Unit
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LB15 Cable Fault Location Bridge
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O v erhead Line Fault Location
XHKJ-2000 Overhead Line Fault Location System
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2. U nd erground Pipe and Cable Location
T3000 PRO Cable and Pipe Locator
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3. Cable Id entification
HCI Cable ldentifier
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ECI Low Voltage Cable ldentifier

14

FCI+ Live Cable ldentification Instrument
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4 . Cable State Detection and Diagnosis

We
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TV10 & TV35 DAC Situation Detection Location System
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VLF-40kV & VLF-90kV 0.1Hz Cable AC Withstand Voltage Test System
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5. Cable Fault Test V an
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6. Cable Fault Location Training Center
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The most international advanced tech— stable arc
reflection method, and set HV impulse, DC withstand test,
burn through in one, mainly used in 380V-500kV cable’ s
major insulation fault shooting. Powerful current will burn
through the fault in a short time, making knotty high-resistance fault location easier. New intelligent digital HV
voltage drop technology and intelligent voltage bridge
technology, easy to locate stable and water-in knotty high
resistance fault, etc. New generation intelligent time-different and cable path indication technology make location
point faster, more effective and accurate.
* Technical data refers to page 25

Design: portable trolley, built-in system from Germany, suitable for wild application.
Functions: withstand voltage test, HV impulse, burning.
Strong output: 0-32kV\ 1800J\ 1000mA.
Sampling frequency: 200MHz.
High accuracy: 0.4m.

Intelligent time-different technology: show the time difference between fault and test place in number, a lower number means
closer to the fault point.
Powerful noise reduction technology can effectively filter out environmental interference, leaving only the " Crackling"
discharge sound at the fault point in your ears.

Output voltage up to 60kV.
Output current up to 600mA.
Q uickly change difficult high resistance.
fault into low resistance.
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T20 cable fault location system is the first system in the
world that uses innovative remote location technology to locate
power cable faults. It is mainly suitable for the accurate search
of various main insulation faults of 0-35kv power cables. Under
the control of the remote service center, it can break through
geographical restrictions and locate fault points remotely and in
real time. Fault location is more convenient, faster, safer and
more effective. Its unique intelligent time difference fixed-point
technology and cable path indication technology make the fault
point determination faster and more accurate

Intermediate joint

* Technical data refers to page 26

Light weight: no more than 25kg.
Portable: integrated trolley case.
Integrated: integrate capacitor, controller, booster, rectifier and
discharge device in one.

Intelligent time-different technology: show the time difference between fault and test place in number， a lower number
means closer to the fault point.
Powerful noise reduction technology can effectively filter out environmental interference, leaving only the " Crackling"
discharge sound at the fault point in your ears.
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Introd uction
Although low voltage cable and distribution cable
have relatively low voltage, the fault’ s location is more
difficult than HV cable because of the larger quantity
lines and bad environment. Because of common HV
surge generator’ s high output is over the max withstand
voltage of LV cable, which is very easy to cause new
faults. T8 overcomes this problem effectively. The max
output is 15kV, but max impulse energy up to 900J
which can protect the LV cable and make the recharge
sound loud enough.

Intermediate joint

* Technical data refers to page 27

Features

Exquisite: US PALICAN trolley case.
Light weight: no more than 25kg.
Portable: integrated trolley case.

Intelligent time-different technology: show the time difference between fault and test place in number， a lower number
means closer to the fault point.
Powerful noise reduction technology can effectively filter out environmental interference, leaving only the " Crackling"
discharge sound at the fault point in your ears.
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In the cable fault test, there are always faults like intermediate joint damp of
insulation, water-in cable, the fault cannot be burn through by flashover. These faults
ra y 1 2MΩ
m
MΩ r u r
MΩ ca
u rr
a c
fault. When these fault occur, the methods based on impulse reflection principle cannot
locate the fault effectively. LB4/60A, uses new digital location model, and combines with
Wheatstone Bridge tech and constant current burn through technology, the output
voltage up to 60 kV, location current 600 mA, having solved these super-high resistance
faults effectively. It’ s the necessary instrument of cable maintenance department.
* Technical data refers to page 28

Exquisite: US PALICAN trolley case.
Portable: integrated trolley case.
Integrated: set intelligent bridge and constant current burn through in one.

Burn-through voltage output up to 60kv.
Burn-through current output up to 600mA.
Q uickly burn through super
high resistance fault.
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SPC20 is an auxiliary accessory for the cable fault location power supply.
It needs to be used together with the cable fault location power supply and the
cable fault wave reflection locator. The multiple pulse arc reflection method
makes the fault waveform simpler, helps users to quickly pre-position, and is
particularly effective in difficult locations such as long cable faults and intermediate joint faults, and can complete the pre-location of fault points more
accurately and quickly.
* Technical data refers to page 28
* Technical data refers to page 28

Appearance: integrated American PELICAN case, simple wiring, light and portable, weight is only 13kg, easy to move on-site.
Operation: simple wiring, can be used with other high-voltage equipment.
No high voltage exposure, safe and reliable.
Most advanced " multiple pulse method" technology and pulse balance technology in the world. Highlight the reflected waveform
of the fault point. Easier identification of test waveform. More accurate distance measurement.
Safety: High-voltage protection measures can realize the electrical isolation between the measuring circuit and the high-voltage
impulse power supply, ensuring the safety of the rangefinder in the impulse voltage environment, without damage or crash.

Stable reflection arc method : intelligent automatic point
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Overhead line grounding faults are frequent and hidden，which often
consumes a lot of manpower and time to patrol the line to find the fault point. The
grounding line selection device can only select the line but cannot locate it. The
traditional location device needs to mount the pole and hook the sensor to find the
fault by section, which is cumbersome. XHKJ-2000 dual-mode intelligent overhead
line fault location system innovatively adopts high-order harmonic space vector
technology, which can locate the fault point within two hours without power failure;
adopts new low-frequency AC mode, after a power failure, it will inject AC signals to
the circuit to reproduce the line operation and fault conditions. The receiver receives
signal under the line, then measures and analyzes its amplitude and phase under
GPS synchronization. The signal characteristics before and after the fault point will
be quite different, so as to achieve fault segmentation and location. No longer need
to mount the pole to hook up the sensor, the fault location has never been easier.

T3000 PRO is a high performance underground metallic pipe locating system.
It consists a transmitter and a receiver, can be used to do route tracing, pipe
exploration and depth measurement of the underground cables and metallic pipes. It
can also be used to identify target cable from a bunch of cables, locate the pipe
insulation damage and part type cable fault.
* Technical data refers to page 30

* Technical data refers to page 29

Display: visual display of pipeline position, left and right direction.

No-need climbing: Using sampling space magnetic field sensor to detect the characteristic signals，no need to climb
the pole to hook the sensor.
Simple: Near-end record signal characteristics and full automatic comparison，which makes result simple and clear.
Li-ion Batteries: Transmitter has built-in large capacity Li-ion Batteries，easy to carry.

Locating arc grounding fault：
a
ca
a a r accura y
DC mode：Stable signal, locate fault point quickly by Dichotomy.

ca

a r u

au

Right and wrong indication: current direction measurement, right and wrong indication, eliminating adjacent line
interference (partial frequencies).
Depth and current measurement, can display signal strength history curve.
Fully digital high-precision sampling processing: stable and reliable, ultra-high sensitivity, extremely narrow receiving
passband, strong anti-interference ability, can fully suppress the power frequency and harmonic interference of adjacent
running cables and pipelines.

1 MΩ.
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Identifying a certain cable correctly from a bunch of cables
is a common tech question. Cable identifying will avoid severe
damage resulting from sawing wrong cable. Cable identifying
usually need professional person proceed from 2 ends of cable,
and make sure the two serious numbers are correct. But, human
memory is not as reliable as professional device at any time in any
circumstance.
ECI is applicable for identifying low voltage live cable
220V/380V, and the identification of low voltage section.
It can identify the target cable and low-volt section without
power off. 100% correct result under correct method.

Identifying a certain cable correctly from a bunch of cables
is a common tech question for power cable engineer and cable
workers. Cable identifying will avoid severe damage resulting from
sawing wrong cable. Cable identifying usually need professional
person proceed from 2 ends of cable, and make sure the two
numbers are correct. But, human memory is not as reliable as
professional device at any time in any circumstance. HCI adopts
the Smart concept and integrates a number of patented recognition technologies. Under correct operation, the accuracy of the
recognition results is 100%.
* Technical data refers to page 31

* Technical data refers to page 31

Smart Alert technology: smart reminder, no need to worry about the direction of the clamp.
Smart Display technology: directly and intelligently display " target cable" or " no signal" .
Pulse Current technology: under correct operation, the accuracy of the recognition result is 100%.
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The power cables buried underground is out of our vision, which brings
new problems to the daily maintenance and management. Especially with the
passage of time, the replacement of specific managers, the lack of original files
and other reasons, it is often difficult to identify the corresponding problems
between specific user points and the head end of the power supply, and the
parallel transmission of multiple cables in the cable well cannot be identified.
Traditional identification can only be used in uncharged cable. FCI+ live cable
identification instrument adopts pulse audio identification technology, which gets
rid of the disadvantages of traditional cable identification such as weak ability to
filter out clutter and poor ability to receive weak signals, so that cables can be
accurately identified without power failure.
* Technical data refers to page 32

* Technical data refers to page 31

Light weight: 3.5kg.
Portable: small case.
Power supply: no-need generator，high density lithium battery
can work continuously for 5 hours.
Intuitive display: " target cable" or " No signal" is a non-target cable.

TV 10 &
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* Technical data refers to page 33

Output voltage: max 40kV, effective voltage 28kV,
VLF90kV max.90kV, effectivevoltage 63kV.
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System Overview

Functional Technical Features
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Wave-Pad Cable Fault Training System
Learning without
going outside !

Intelligent simulation exercise
The entry level and expert level,
integrate large data to meet the needs of
different users.

Wave type
Low resistance, high resistance, full
length, intermediate joint, broken line,
unbreakable, etc.

Intelligent error correction
If the waveform is wrong, the cursor will
automatically move to the correct position.

Automatic judgment
Users test the wave form, then the
system will automatically determine
whether the detective waveform is
correct.

System overview
cable fault training system is a mul� func�on portable prac�ce / teaching training system. It
gathers a variety of real site cable fault waveform (e.g.: full length, broken line, low resistance, intermediate joint,
tube failure, diﬃcult to be high resistance, stable high resistance, near terminal failure, unbreakable waveform,
etc) and cable fault test principle knowledge, teaching video, on-site classic case and so on, which integrated large
data, enrich the teaching content. The system adopts the computer model design, which can be divided into the
entry level and the expert level according to the diﬃculty of the waveform. Users press the bu�on to make sure
a�er they determined, then the system will automa�cally determine whether the detec�ve waveform is correct. If
the waveform is right, the interface will show: "correct"; if not, the interface displays red: "error", and the cursor
will automa�cally move to the correct posi�on. This func�on helps users to learn how to test waveform.

Classic case sharing

Functional technical features
Multi - functional teaching mode
Teaching materials: cable basic knowledge / noun explana�on / cable fault loca�on principle analysis.
Video teaching: low-voltage pulse, pulse current waveform opera�on skills and cable fault test steps.
Waveform teaching: integrate the site waveform database to facilitate the user to prac�ce at any �me.

Single phase low resistance ground fault
Single phase high resistance ground fault
Disconnection failure

Troubleshooting cases
Dead grounding fault of cable
Waveform cannot get out
Perforated tube fault
The middle part damped
The cable path indicate fault
Flashover failure
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T32+ Intelligent Cable Fault Location System

DC voltage output
30mA
900J
0-30kv

Lithium battery

30V
30V

100km
Power supply
3kg

Precision of point positioning

Precision of point positioning

Anti-noise mode:
Strong noise reduction mode
Background suppression noise reduction mode
Point location mode:
Intelligent Acousto-Magnetic Time Difference Mode

Anti-noise mode:
Strong noise reduction mode
Background suppression noise reduction mode
Point location mode:
Intelligent Acousto-Magnetic Time Difference Mode
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AC200V, 50Hz
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Technical Data

Fault location power LP15/8

Burn through function

DC output voltage
Output Power
Capacitance
Max discharge energy
Power supply
Size
Weight

0-15kV continuously adjustable
Peak 2000W
8μf
900J
Lithium battery
500X305X457(mm)
29.5kg

Bridge function

Power supply
Power
Weight
Dimension
Working temperature

Output voltage
0-60kV continuously adjustable
Short-circuit current
400mA
Output voltage
0-4kV
Short-circuit current
750mA
LCD screen
128X64(mm)
Location precision
±(0.2%xL+1)m
Testing range
1-50000m
Operating keyboard
One key operation
220V AC±10%, 50Hz
1KVA, generator as power supply(>1kW)
30kg
30x46 50(cm)
-10℃￣ ＋55℃

Cable fault pre-locator (TDR) W L20

Low voltage impulse launching
voltage

30V

Sampling frequency
Max ranging scope
Dead zone
Max resolution

200MHz
100km
2m
0.4m

Power
Size
Weight

AC 220V, 50Hz
274×218×81(mm)
3.5kg

Input voltage

0～30kV（ Negative pulse ）

Output voltage

0～30kV（ Negative pulse ）

Allowable input impulse voltage

＜35kV

Allowable input impact energy

2000J

High voltage input method

Negative high voltage pulse input

Size

420X220X340(mm)

Weight

13kg

Cable fault pin-pointer PP20

Precision of point positioning

Anti-noise mode:
Strong noise reduction mode
Background suppression noise reduction mode
Point location mode:
Intelligent Acousto-Magnetic Time Difference Mode
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Output voltage

0-5kv,1-15kv. Two gears, continuously adjustable

Short circuit current

30mA

Burn through power

260W

Location ratio precision

±(0.2%×L+1)m

Weight

10kg

Size

380×360×270(mm)

Working power supply

220V±15%
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Transmitter
Working way

Intelligent diagnosis, AC location, DC location, AC withstand voltage,
DC withstand voltage

Intelligent diagnosis

Resistance measurement

Range: 600 MΩ / Accuracy: ±10%

640Hz (Fault finding booster optional), 1280Hz

Capacitance measurement

Range: max 10uF / Accuracy: ±20%

(complex frequency), 10kHz, 33kHz, 82kHz, 197kHz

Output frequency
Output method
AC location

20Hz different frequency
Limited power constant current output
Direct connection output：200mA

Output current

External booster output：33mA
Direct connection output：peak 560V

Output voltage

DC location

AC withstand
voltage
DC withstand
voltage
Protective
function
Display
Power supply

Output frequency
Output method

Pulsation 1Hz
Limited power constant current output

Output current

70mA

Output voltage

DC8kV

Output current

Max 33mA

Output voltage
Max power

External booster output: peak 5kV
100W

Output current

Max 70mA

Output voltage

DC8kV

Max power

400W

Built-in 480WH lithium battery pack
Input: AC220V 50~60Hz
Output: 54.6V，2A

Size

450mm×240mm×270mm

Weight

13kg

Working way
Data memory

AC location, DC location
Data storage and recording

Communication between DC wireless sensor and receiver

29

Active detection frequency: 640Hz, 1280Hz,
10kHz, 33kHz, 82kHz, 197kHz.
Power frequency passive detection frequency:
50Hz/60Hz and 250Hz/300Hz (user configurable).
Radio frequency passive detection frequency
bands: center frequencies are 10kHz, 33kHz,
82kHz, respectively

Overheat protection, overcurrent protection, shutdown under voltage,
automatic discharge.
Automatic shutdown after 2 hours of no operation
800×480 highlight color LCD

Charger power
supply

Transmitter 280X220X90(mm)
Receiver 680X277X120mm

2.4GHz，>100m

Display

Receiver: 800×480 highlight color LCD

Power supply

Receiver: 18650 lithium battery 3.7V, 6700mAH
Suspension sensor：Rechargeable lithium battery 3.7V, 1500mAH
Input AC100-240V, 50/60Hz; Output 5V/2A

Charger

320X240 LCD

External booster output：peak 3.4kV

Size

Receiver：226mm×140mm×55mm
Suspension sensor：185mm×140 mm ×50mm

Weight

Receiver：0.9kg
Suspension sensor：0.5kg
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Display

0-300A

AC 100-240V, 50 Hz or built-in 12V lithium battery

1.5kg (no battery); 3kg ( with battery)
325X248X125(mm)

Display

Transmitter
Output Power

3 gears, max output 10W

Output frequency

982Hz、9.82kHz

Output voltage

0—55V Self-adjusting

Short circuit current

686mA

Output mode

Coupling, direct connection

Screen

3.5” LCD screen

Display

Output gear, mode, power, frequency, voltage, current

Output mode

Direct connection method and clamp method

Power supply

Built-in lithium battery

Working time

4h—6h（Depends on the output method）

Material

ABS Engineering Materials

Weight

1.5kg

The LCD screen indicates the target cable (target cable)
LCD screen indicates non-target cable (no signal)
φ19mm
4 x AAA

165X80X30(mm)

180A±10A
30 times/min

Display

Gain
On-site use time

The LCD screen indicates the target cable
(target cable)
LCD screen indicates non-target
cable (no signal)

Receive frequency

982Hz、9820Hz

Induction method

Full magnetic domain induction

Current range

0.1—1000mA（1280Hz、640Hz） 0.1—1000A（50Hz）

Screen

5.0” Color light-sensitive LCD

Display

Signal strength, phase, power, target cable, etc.

Identification method

Frequency, phase and signal strength locks

Phase display

Digital degree display

Induction coil

High sensitivity coupling waterproof flexible pliers

Gain

Fully automatic adaptive gain

Coil inner diameter

195mm

Power supply

Lithium battery

Working time

9h

Material

ABS Engineering Materials

Weight

0.8kg

10 gears (-3d B to +24 d B)
＞60hours

400g (with clamp and battery)
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0-30 kV (pek) / 0-21.2 kV (rms)
50-800 Hz
10 mA
50 pC～20nC

0.1 m
0.1%-5%, automatic measurement

Power supply

32

AC220V±10%

Oscillating power supply output voltage peak

0-60 kV（pek）/0-51.2 kV (rms)

Oscillation frequency

50-800 Hz

Oscillation loop inductance

Not less than 0.8H

Cable capacitance

0.03 μF -5 μF

PD positioning bandwidth

150kHz-45MHz

PD measurement accuracy

1 pC

Location accuracy

0.1 m

PD calibration range

50 pC～20nC

High voltage charging current

10 mA

Output frequency

Cable dielectric loss measurement range

0.02....0.1Hz， increments of 0.01Hz, default is 0.1Hz

0.1%-5%, automatic measurement

Output mode

AC ultra-low frequency AC symmetrical high voltage test, in all test ranges, the waveform
is not affected by the load

Step-up: 60kg

Input voltage

Output current (accuracy ±1%)
Resolution

Testing time

Charging time is not more than 2 seconds, test time is less than
100ms, non-destructive test

Wave

Damped oscillatory waves; frequency domain filtering and wavelet
filtering

PD level and trend

It depicts the level and trend of partial discharge during the
withstand voltage test, and has a compensation function to truly
restore the actual level of the partial discharge

Wireless control

Control the high voltage output through wireless local area network
(WLAN) to ensure personal safety, or you can choose wired control

Analysis function

Automatic and manual analysis functions

Cable length correction

Cable length correction function

Anti-interference

Wireless connection or wired connection, eliminate the interference
of on-site signal

Power supply

AC220V±10%
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0-44mA
10μA

DC high voltage direct current test positive or negative polarity
Fault cable burn-through mode or fault trip mode
Outer sheath or shielding layer test mode
HV cable

4.5m HV output cable with alligator clip

Accuracy

3%

Parameters

Voltage and current (effective value and peak value)
Capacitance, resistance, time, flashover voltage

Test method

Continuous test

Communication Interface

RS232 interface (including software)，USB

Temperature

Store ：-25℃ to +70℃ Operation：-5℃ to +45℃

Size

≤450x340x520mm
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